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Abstract: Innovation is a topic of intensive interest in business, education, society, 

and psychology. However, there is not a unified understanding of what motivates 

innovation. One model that might shed some light on the motivation to innovate is 

Zusho, Pintrich, and Coppola’s (2003) skill and will, whereby skill and will together 

are forecasters of success. We can apply this understanding to what motivates 

innovation. Creativity research sheds light on skill, while motivation constructs shed 

light on will. The model presented at the end of this paper proposes a union of the 

constructs from creativity and motivation literatures with intrinsic motivation as the 

bridge between literatures, as a means to identify factors that play a role in the 

motivation to innovate.  

 

Keywords: creativity, growth mindset, innovation, motivation, self-efficacy, Self-

Determination Theory, skill and will 

Innovation Contextualized… Kind of 

What motivates innovation? Creativity scholars claim that it is creativity, which they 

define as the development of ideas that have societal value (Amabile, 1983; Sousa, 2013; 

Upitis, 2014). Motivation scholars claim that it is motivation, which they define as the 

internal and external forces that move individuals to do things (Maehr & Meyer, 1997; 

Ryan & Deci, 2000a). Simply put, there is not a unified understanding of what motivates 

innovation, which is all the more puzzling since innovation is a topic of intensive, 

persistent, reverent interest in business, education, society, and psychology. The 

following amalgam of literature fuses our hitherto tenuous understandings of incremental 

creativity and the motivational forces that interplay to create intrinsic motivation in order 

to illustrate a mechanism for what motivates innovation. One of the latest examples of 

innovation manages to capture the interest of business, society, and psychology: an 
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Creativity Motivation
Potential for 
Innovation

Figure 2. The proposed conceptualization of factors leading to innovation potential. An 

extension of the skill and will model. 

Skill

Will

Success

Figure 1. Zusho, Pintrich, and Coppola’s 

skill and will model for success in 

endeavours. 

entrepreneur who attached a high-definition camera to his belt while surfing to illustrate 

his niche capability—that of balancing a long plasticized board on unstable waves of 

water. After persisting with this rather questionable venture that nearly bankrupted his 

young family, and refining it into a head-mounted, near-indestructible video recording 

device, GoPro creator Nick Woodman’s net worth today is approximately $2.4 billion. 

From his quick amassment of fortune, one might easily surmise that innovation can be 

richly rewarded by society at large. Zusho, Pintrich, and Coppola (2003) posit that success 

in many endeavours can be reduced to skill and 

will  (See Figure 1). Mr. Woodman had the skill, 

in this case creativity, to know what he wanted 

to accomplish. He also had the will in this case 

motivation, to succeed as demonstrated by his 

persistence and passion for his goal  (See Figure 

2). Woodman innovated because he had 

acquired the skill and will through his life 

experiences. For students, their learning lives 

revolve around schools and academic settings: 

prime real estate for innovators in training. 

 

The literature on innovation features whispers of motivation and loudly proclaims 

creativity as its origin (Pavitt, 2005; Self, Dalke, & Evans, 2012), while the creativity 

literature states that motivation, tenacity, and grit are catalysts in realizing creative 

potential (Feist, 1998; Prabhu, Sutton, & Sauser, 2008; Sousa, 2013). Why then do schools 

focus on competency in skill and not feeding the will of students: feeding and stoking 

their motivation? Students are punished and reprimanded for lack of will, but that does 

not constitute the same thing as feeding the will of students to innovate. Much in the 

same way that a society who wants crops, must grow those crops in their fields; if society 
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wants innovators, they must grow their innovators starting in schools. Seeds need water 

and fertilizer to flourish; just as students need both creativity and motivation to innovate. 

Schools and teachers that understand that creativity is incremental, and that motivation is 

the catalyst for translating creativity into innovation potential are much more likely to 

cultivate students with the capacity for innovation. 

Innovation is not only the domain of prodigies who make the greatest advances, it 

also includes everyday innovations—less-known but novel ideas that may not achieve 

public acclaim (Green, 2013). Everyday innovation advances society incrementally 

through displays of cognition that apply knowledge from one context to others to create 

new resources. As a result, the world is often changed by ideas that may go unnoticed 

(Kress & Selander, 2012). Everyday innovation holds a wealth of promise. These 

innovators enable our society to progress and be renewed with fresh ideas and new 

perspectives on past ideas. Their experiences in school may prove decisive in supporting 

high school students in addition to the perspectives and ideas innovators bring to the 

cultural zeitgeist.  

Despite the importance of everyday innovators, little is known about what motivates 

them to mobilize new knowledge and what specific experiences provide the foundation 

for them to think differently. Today’s innovators are often intrinsically motivated to apply 

their ideas to new contexts (Sousa, 2013). While the exact experiences and events that 

inspire innovators are unknown, innovation and creativity literatures position intrinsic 

motivation, the motivation that stems from enjoying the task at hand, as instrumental in 

the successful application of knowledge and potential to renew society (Feist, 1998; 

Prabhu et al., 2008). Their current motivations lie in past events and experiences that can 

be provided to students in high school. These events and experiences helped them 

operationalize smaller, but still valuable, innovative ideas and take their first steps as 

everyday innovators. These first steps start in school.  

Why is Innovation Important? 

Innovation is a goal that is venerated by society in much the same way that 

celebrity is admired (Green, 2013; Pavitt, 2005). While some people are puzzlingly famous 

for few or no valid reasons, some, like Indira Gandhi, Alan Turing, or Rosalind Franklin 

are noted for persisting and struggling with ideas that were revolutionary at the time. In 

this way, they had creative potential and were motivated to contribute to humankind in a 

grand, world-changing way. Applying this notion of creativity and motivation as being 

catalysts for innovation to contemporary education, studies in creativity and motivation 
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are potent tools in cultivating an innovation culture that stems from our schools. 

Correspondingly, the corruption of innovation by its literary misuse and overuse has 

contributed to it being a buzzword for capitalistic success and has eroded our true 

understanding of what makes someone an innovator. For instance, are people deemed to 

be innovators only if they become wealthy and famous? 

Although intellectual capacity is often heralded as the decisive factor in student 

success, other elements play a role in students’ capacity to be innovators (Self et al., 2012). 

By focusing mostly on intellectual factors as a means of allocating resources, educational 

systems fail to develop non-intellectual factors, like self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986a), self-

determination (Ryan & Deci, 2002), growth mindset (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 

2007; Dweck, 2010), and grit (Duckworth & Eskreis-Winkler, 2013), that also facilitate 

innovation. Although the investigation of non-intellectual factors on innovation potential, 

namely sources of motivation, is a relatively new topic of interest in the literature, it has 

largely been upstaged by research on creativity’s role in innovation (de Bono, 2009; Feist, 

2012; Hennessey, 2013; Mueller, Melwani, & Goncalo, 2012; Sousa, 2013). Students in 

schools are often expected to apply the ideas that they have learned (existing knowledge) 

and apply it in new ways (innovation). Students who thrive in schools are those who are 

able to transfer their knowledge effectively. Schools should, therefore, build these 

capacities: creativity and motivation. 

Creativity is a core human skill that makes innovation possible (Paul & Elder, 

2008), while intrinsic sources of motivation (Kelly, Matthews, & Bartone, 2014) are the 

difference between persevering to make innovative breakthroughs in theoretical and 

practical settings or losing motivation and floundering (Perkins-Gough, 2013; Schunk, 

Meece, & Pintrich, 2012). This connection has both theoretical and practical applications to 

our understanding of innovation. First, the connection deepens our theoretical 

understanding of what constitute factors that enable individuals to become innovators. 

Second, these factors illustrate potential intervention sites that would set the stage for 

cultivating thinkers with an aptitude for lateral thinking and the resolve to translate their 

learning into innovation with tangible impact. 

Innovation is not a panacea. Innovation is often name dropped in conversation as 

an illusory assurance that an idea is novel with little concern for the surface-level 

understanding that the misuse of the term belies (Godin, 2006; Green, 2013). Innovation is 

often used interchangeably with other terms to indicate novelty, including invention, 

new, hip, cool, neat, or awesome (Godin, 2006; Sousa, 2013). Since there is no single, 

definitive popular meaning, the creation of a framework to promote innovation in 

students is problematic at best. Defining innovation as a process is much easier: the 
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translation of an existing or novel idea into a theoretical or practical product that has 

value (Drucker, 2014). Students already learn that society has plenty of abstract 

expectations for people to be seen as successful. Schools can, however, teach students 

about a process that combines creative skills they can develop and will they can build 

with help. 

One common understanding is that innovation and creativity are entangled 

(Mueller et al., 2012; Pavitt, 2005; Sousa, 2013). Many scholars perceive that individuals 

must be creative in order to be innovative (Feist, 2012; Jankowska & Atlay, 2008); 

however, innovators must also have self-regulatory skills as well as an acceptance that 

innovation takes time (Prabhu et al., 2008). Considering the relative commonality of 

creativity and innovation, it is unsurprising that persons with creative potential can still 

flounder and not be innovators. Applying this notion to schools, a model for building 

innovation potential in students would cultivate their creativity and ensure that they are 

motivated to succeed in the context of schools. This process might look like developing 

some sources of intrinsic motivation: self-efficacy, self-determination, and growth 

mindset, which can be the difference between resolve and eventually giving up. 

As innovation is rapidly becoming a requirement in today’s information age, 

ascertaining and contextualizing the relationship of creativity and intrinsic motivational 

forces is a matter of great importance. Innovation might be better connected to a creative 

outcome; it is widely accepted that creativity and innovation are intimately linked 

(Martinsen, 2011; Mueller et al., 2012). However, the role that motivation plays in 

enabling creativity (particularly in relation to intrinsic sources of motivation) when 

individuals are faced with adversity has received less attention (Duckworth & Eskreis-

Winkler, 2013; Maehr & Meyer, 1997).  

Innovation in the Context of High School 

Drucker (2014) succinctly defines innovation as processes that create new wealth 

from existing resources. Innovation does not signify the discovery of new resources but 

rather the process of novel application of existing ones to expand wealth, be it resource- 

or knowledge-based wealth. As such, innovation is vital to the long-term success of 

society as it is a source of renewal and revitalization of ideas that may be on the verge of 

becoming stagnant or obsolete (Sousa, 2013). This may be one reason that we venerate 

innovators, as they enable societies to progress and be renewed with fresh ideas and new 

takes on past ideas. Unsurprisingly, innovation is a hot topic amongst researchers, 

business leaders, and politicians (Green, 2013). As schools can function to recreate and 
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renew society, the societal emphasis on innovation has trickled into schools’ curriculum 

(Savery, 2015; Sousa, 2013; Wright, Skaggs, & West, 2013). To build a society that can 

innovate, educational stakeholders have made innovation a priority to enhance students’ 

innovation potential. As high school is the last level of formal education for some students 

and a springboard for the rest, teachers assume responsibility to cultivate innovation as a 

student skill by the end of high school. This means that K-12 teachers are charged with the 

directive of incrementally feeding the skill and will of their students to build the catalysts 

of innovation: incremental creativity and intrinsic motivation. 

While many people view “innovation” as a mere buzzword, others consider it a 

sign of adapting to the changing world in which we live. Innovation is not an unreachable 

goal limited only to professionals in lab coats; it is a methodical, technical, and 

interdisciplinary process that can be taught, much like riding a bike. High school students 

are a significant component of our future society. If we expect them to contribute 

meaningfully, the precursors to innovation must exist much earlier in schooling. Hence, 

by the time students begin high school, they are ready to be given opportunities to 

develop their innovation potential (Green, 2013; Wright et al., 2013). Innovation can, 

therefore, be thought of as a polished process driven by a supporting cast of motivational 

forces driving creativity. Tasks that explore creativity and motivation are potential loci of 

knowledge to consider when designing activities that cultivate innovation potential. 

Creativity, What is it? 

Creativity is often in the eye of the beholder. Though conflicting definitions exist 

(Runco, 2003), a growing consensus among creativity researchers (de Bono, 2009; Runco, 

2004), personality psychologists (Feist, 1998; Prabhu et al., 2008), innovation specialists 

(Pavitt, 2005; Self et al., 2012; Sousa, 2013), and educational scholars (Upitis, 2014; Yelland, 

Cope, & Kalantzis, 2008) is that creativity involves the development of novel ideas that 

are deemed to have societal value (Amabile, 1983). Many laypersons view creativity as a 

product of individual talents; however, the whispers of creativity’s dual nature—

cognitive and socio-cognitive (social)—have crescendoed from the 1950s to the present 

day, in-step with our growing grasp of social cognition (Amabile & Pillemer, 2012). While 

creativity was once seen as resting solely in the individual, scholars are now coming to see 

that it can be a socially constructed form of cognition (de Bono, 1995; Jankowska & Atlay, 

2008; Martinsen, 2011). With our increased understanding and intellectual breakthroughs 

elsewhere, it would be irresponsible, given that there is ample evidence demonstrating 

that creative pursuits enable intellectual, emotional, physical, social, and spiritual growth 

(Upitis 2010, 2014), to carry on without acknowledging and acting on our new 
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understandings of creativity as an incremental, social, and dynamic experience that 

contribute to students skillfully interfacing with our world. 

The Creative Past 

Creativity was at one time considered a quality of select individuals; most people 

lacked that particular quality (Amabile & Pillemer, 2012). The few who possessed it—

geniuses—stood apart from the rest of society because of their possession of this discrete, 

stable trait. The impression would have been that creativity was the domain of the few, 

rather than the right of many to learn. Landmark studies by Barron (1961) and 

MacKinnon (1965), who were colleagues at the Institute of Personality Assessment at 

Berkeley, identified distinctions between people seen as creative, and those who were not. 

Namely, they identified that backgrounds, ability, and personality differed between 

creative people and developed a creative personality profile. Within a year, another 

seminal writer in the field, Ellis Paul Torrance, had created a measure of creativity: the 

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1972b) for identifying the chosen few who 

were viewed as being anointed with creativity (Torrance, 1972a). Amabile (2012) 

chronicled the early history of creativity scholarship and illustrated that early research 

was focussed on finding the chosen few who could be creative immediately, as opposed 

to developing the creative potential of many others. These early notions permeated 

contemporary societal thought, a result of which is that creativity is still thought by some 

to be an exceedingly rare trait that cannot be developed in those who do not already have 

it. This sets the precedent that investment should only be made in those identified as 

being exceptionally creative. 

Entity Creativity to Incremental Creativity 

Amabile (2012) showed that some of the early creativity literature hinted that 

creativity was more than just individual talent or genius. Accounts of creativity, outside 

of academia, showed that people seen as being ”creative geniuses” had good and bad 

days, meaning that creativity is a dynamic, fluid capacity that ebbs and flows rather than 

a constant, binary ability; pressures, constraints, and other external factors affect one’s 

creative capacity. Alan Turing was an above average academic in his publish-or-perish 

pressure-driven, suffocating Manchester academics. However, as a relatively autonomous 

member of a now legendary cryptologist team, Turing, along with his colleagues, cracked 

the Enigma cipher, shortening WWII by an estimated two years (Copeland, 2004). Turing 

once freed from the labyrinthine, external constraints of academia at Manchester and 
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collaborating with colleagues was more creative, productive, and innovative than he ever 

was as a professor at Manchester—a sign of distributed cognition. 

Correspondingly, findings in the early creative literature showed that extrinsic 

motivators, specifically those that are largely unrelated to the task as well as external to 

the task and the individual, harm creativity processes (Mueller et al., 2012; Prabhu et al., 

2008). Further, inculcating the importance of context and challenging the then primacy of 

entity creativity and cognition, development programs emerged in the 1950s and 1960s 

with the express purpose of cultivating creativity in individuals and groups. Hinting that 

creativity could not only be developed but that it was a social process, these programs 

hinged on the idea that creativity could be developed incrementally through effort and 

practice as opposed to only investing in the few who were identified creative initially. As 

if to settle the debate between an individual cognitive and a socio-cognitive construct of 

creativity, Kruglanski, Friedman, and Zeevi, (1971) outlined that socio-environmental 

factors such as external rewards could hinder creativity and creative behavior in 

individuals and groups confirming that creativity is influenced by social, in addition to 

individual personality factors. These new grounds of understanding led two creativity 

psychologists down very different paths.  

 Simonton (1975, 2000) studied famous innovators of the past to see what enabled 

them to be creative. He found that various contextual factors including social, cultural, 

and political factors affected creative outcomes leading him to isolate fame, eminence, 

originality, and productivity to the great creative minds held up to society. Simonton’s 

research ascribed creativity to a few great icons, people whom he deemed exceptional; 

arguing that in order to be a creative person, one had to take on the traits and 

personalities of the exceptional. In contrast,  Amabile (1983, 1996) argued that the best 

way to support ordinary individuals to be creative was to see how other ordinary 

individuals were creative leading to a multifactorial or componential theory of individual 

creativity. By focussing on the micro-level, in contrast to Simonton’s macro-level, Amabile 

(1996) provided a generalizable model of the interaction of factors when considering 

creativity: domain-relevant skills, creativity-relevant skills, and task motivation.  

The Componential Model of Creativity as a Link to Intrinsic Motivation 

 Amabile (1983, 1996), proposed the componential theory of creativity which argued 

that social-environmental influences may be influential for creativity but constitute only 

the external determining component. Creativity, as posited is also influenced by three 

intra-individual components: endeavour domain-relevant skills (technical skills, expertise, 

and innate domain talent); creativity-relevant skills (flexible cognitive style, personality 
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traits including openness to experience, experience in accepted creativity-thinking 

heuristics, and persistence); and intrinsic task motivation. 

Numerous scholars proclaim that creativity is enhanced when intrinsically 

motivated and hampered when extrinsically motivated (de Bono, 1995; Feist, 1998, 2012; 

Hennessey, 2003; Sousa, 2013), though many clarify this to be the most external range of 

extrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Amabile (1983), clarified that even when 

individuals have the traits that are commonly associated with creativity, the successful 

realization of creative results is dependent on their intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic 

motivation is the drive to complete or participate in the task for the sheer enjoyment or 

fulfillment that the task brings the performer; the task is its own reward. Intrinsic 

motivation rather than extrinsic motivation is a better catalyst for unshackling creative 

potential (Hennessey, 2003; Pavitt, 2005; Prabhu et al., 2008; Sousa, 2013). Therefore, 

cultivating supports for intrinsic motivation for creativity in schools, while removing 

practices and programs that diminish intrinsic motivation would foster students who 

have a capacity for, and enjoy being creative. Whereas punishments, rewards, and 

evaluations are external and extrinsic motivations, self-efficacy, self-determination, and a 

growth mindset are sources of intrinsic motivation that might better enable students to 

realize their creative potential and apply it to be innovative. 

Motivation 

 Motivation can be defined as the personal investment factors (or motives) that 

someone has to accomplish a specific goal (Maehr & Meyer, 1997; Reeve, 2014; Schunk et 

al., 2012). Applied to the context of innovation, motivation can be considered the driving 

force between transforming creative potential into innovation. Within the context of the 

classroom, some students choose to engage in the tasks that they are assigned, while 

others do not. Psychologists and teachers might refer to individuals who do their work as 

being motivated, while those who for any number of reasons do not, as being amotivated.  

Indeed, prior to the early 1980s, most motivation research was concerned with 

directional issues; that is to say, research sought to identify if participants chose one way 

or another to accomplish tasks (Maehr & Meyer, 1997; Schunk et al., 2012). Motivation 

studies have expanded beyond consideration of directionality (Atkinson & Feather, 1966) 

to encompass intensity (Maehr & Meyer, 1997), persistence (Duckworth, Peterson, 

Matthews, & Kelly, 2007; O’Rourke, Haimovitz, Ballweber, Dweck, & Popović, 2014), 

quality (Pintrich, 2000; VanderStoep & Pintrich, 2008), and outcomes (Deci, Koestner, & 

Ryan, 1999; Ryan & Deci, 2000b). As such, motivation can be measured in many ways and 
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implies more than merely making choices; it also affects the degree to which people are 

successful, resolved to complete tasks, willing to refine and improve their work, and 

ultimately willing to put in the work to succeed after previous failures. Although there 

are other frameworks, one particularly common understanding is that motivation is the 

interaction of social and asocial forces within and exterior to individuals. It is individuals’ 

interactions with these forces that determine their motivation as well as their perception 

of their own capacity to succeed. 

Self-Efficacy: Ability to Innovate is Built 

 Self-efficacy is a measure of one’s belief in his or her abilities to reach goals 

(Bandura, 1986b). While innovation and creativity may be self-determining processes, an 

individual would first wrestle with self-efficacy long before they would be intrinsically 

motivated to be innovative or creative. Many people do not see themselves as naturally 

creative, students in particular often experience ‘Imposter Syndrome’ (Mcelwee & Yurak, 

2010). They dismiss or belittle their often better than adequate skill set to accomplish tasks 

and for this reason can be said to lack self-efficacy. Students might find themselves faced 

with a difficult, but possible task and flounder if they do not view themselves as capable 

of the task.  

Observational learning offers the first encounter with creative skill. Observational 

learning is the learning and thinking that builds vicarious experience, the learning that 

occurs when we witness someone else perform a task (Bandura, 1986b). Students may be 

nervous the first time they are assigned a creative task, or asked to innovate, however, by 

looking at examples and witnessing their peers, teachers, and mentors they would see 

how it is done. Their internalization of the steps or subtasks brings them closer to being 

able to independently, successfully complete the task. Hence, observational learning of a 

task would contribute to the development of higher self-efficacy at that particular task. 

According to Bandura’s social learning theory, people with higher self-efficacy would 

approach tasks differently than those with a lower self-efficacy; a student with higher self-

efficacy would view a challenging task as something to be strived for, rather than 

something to be avoided (Bandura, 1986a). In this way, students with a higher self-

efficacy are more likely to approach innovation as a process and their learning of that 

process as a long-term, incremental goal rather than something permanently beyond their 

ability. Building a belief that students can succeed at these difficult tasks should, 

therefore, be a priority of schools. 

If and when students begin to innovate rudimentarily or demonstrate creative 

thinking, another Bandura construct, attribution, emerges in importance. Bandura’s 
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attribution theory examines how people ‘write themselves’ into events: whom they see as 

responsible for the outcome of an event (Bandura, 1986a; Tudge & Winterhoff, 1993). 

Students, working in a group on a creative task, who achieve a high grade, may view their 

success as being a product of their hard work (internal locus of control) or as a result of 

their teacher being an easy marker (external locus of control) (Klassen, 2010). Students 

with higher self-efficacy are more likely to view themselves as the primary agents of their 

own success and view the locus of control as being internal (Bandura, 2001). These 

students would say that their own effort was the decisive factor and view themselves as 

being responsible for their success, therefore gaining motivation to complete related tasks 

in the future as opposed to feeling helpless. When students view themselves as the 

primary agent (i.e., the locus is internal), their self-efficacy will be enhanced with each 

success. 

Perhaps not initially, but with support and with multiple opportunities to observe 

and be creative, students might begin to see themselves as capable of being innovators. 

Teachers designing tasks that show they believe their students can innovate or be creative, 

where they can succeed, and more importantly where their students can see themselves 

succeeding can motivate students to be creative and innovative as they see innovation as 

within their grasp as well as fulfilling. 

Self-Determination Theory: Innovation Fulfills 

Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is the hypothesized delineation of motivation on 

a continuum—from being amotivated to being motivated by internal desires, with 

external motivations being an intermediary along the way (Ryan & Deci, 2002). In other 

words, a person is either amotivated (unmotivated) or motivated either by outside 

(extrinsic) or internal (intrinsic) forces. The first of these states of motivation, amotivation, 

is characterized by a distinct lack of motivation. A person who is amotivated is unlikely to 

be productive, and may appear apathetic to a given task (Schunk et al., 2012). A person 

who is extrinsically motivated is motivated by external rewards and forces, such as 

monetary gain, social recognition, or a need for resources (Ryan & Deci, 2002). A person 

who is intrinsically motivated is driven to complete a task because they enjoy the task 

(Ryan & Deci, 2000b). They complete the task for its own sake or in fulfillment of other 

factors such as an innate drive for self-actualization, self-pride, or self-requirement to 

realize her or his potential (Dweck & Molden, 2013).  

These interactive motivations are in a dynamic equilibrium that shifts depending 

on context; thus individuals who are intrinsically motivated in one task may, in fact, be 
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extrinsically or amotivated in another depending on their mental state, preference, and 

valuation of the task. SDT is an approach to human motivation that combines empirical 

methods while understanding that a person is the sum total of a system of interacting 

personality and behavioural forces, rather than purely the latter (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). 

SDT advocates would describe individuals’ motivations and needs for self-fulfillment as 

more complex than their basic urges. Some people, like Alan Turing, needed to innovate; 

it was a compulsion in the same way that giving a group of graduate students a gallon of 

ice cream without spoons would make engineers of them all. The correct stimulus, and 

interaction of motivating forces, can result in students being motivated to innovate. 

Ryan and Deci (2000) describe three such needs: competence, relatedness, and 

autonomy. The need for competence is described as the desire to be good at what one 

does. A person who is perceived as being good at something becomes increasingly 

intrinsically motivated to continue doing it. The need for relatedness is characterized by 

the universal desire to be connected to others through care and acceptance. An individual 

is normally biologically predisposed to want to be connected to others via social 

interaction and contributing to the group. Autonomy is another universal urge to be in 

control of one’s own life and to live up to one’s perceived potential. Individuals who are 

autonomous in this way are seen as being in control of themselves and able to proficiently 

function independently and in groups by being themselves.  

Considering innovation in the context of SDT, one can see that being an innovator 

provides a degree of fulfillment of all three SDT’s posited needs. First, innovation 

provides a potential outlet for competence. Innovators are seen as being good at what 

they do because they are successful at their task (Pavitt, 2005). Next, innovation is a way 

for people to make a contribution to their peers and gain acceptance and recognition for 

their efforts (de Guerre, Séguin, Pace, & Burke, 2013; Sousa, 2013). Another consideration 

is that the act of innovating grants individuals a level of control over their life by allowing 

them to overcome an obstacle in their way. People feel a strong sense of satisfaction when 

they overcome a challenge (Drucker, 2014; Self et al., 2012). A person who innovates is, 

therefore, a person who has potential to self-determine. The potential to self-determine 

through innovation assumes that a person sees themselves as capable of innovation; 

another consideration is whether students will believe that they can be innovative 

through effort and growth. 

Growing Mindsets that Foster Innovation 

 Prior to the 1970s, intelligence was viewed as being a fixed construct that either 

had or lacked the capacity for a given task (Dweck, 1975; Dweck & Leggett, 1988). 
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Compiling decades of empirical research, a pattern of an attitudinal mindset emerged in 

which some people viewed their intelligence as incremental (i.e., it could be developed) as 

opposed to fixed, which remained static over time. Growth mindset is the popularized 

term corresponding to the belief that intelligence can be developed (Rattan, Savani, 

Chugh, & Dweck, 2015); it is an attitude whereby someone accepts that failure occurs 

from time to time and sees failure as an opportunity to reflect and grow from the 

experience (Dweck, 2010). The growth mindset fosters greater learning and achievement 

in students throughout the learning lifespan as students with this mindset seek to learn 

and develop their abilities by pursuing challenges, valuing effort, exhibiting resilience to 

setbacks, and are less likely to give up when faced with difficulty (Rattan, Good, & 

Dweck, 2012; Rattan et al., 2015). Students with the alternative “fixed-mindset” dislike 

effort, avoid challenges, are not resilient to setbacks, and are more susceptible to give up 

easily when facing challenges (O’Rourke et al., 2014; Rattan et al., 2015). Growth mindsets 

can be cultivated in students through in-school and online intervention programs through 

which students learn that intellectual capacity can be developed over time through hard 

work, being strategic with their learning strategies, and seeking support when needed 

(Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck, 2010, 2014). 

 Applying this notion of the incremental theory of intelligence, students in high 

schools can learn from their past mistakes to develop their capacity to be innovative. In a 

fixed mindset, students either have creative potential or they do not, while in a growth 

mindset students are either creatively talented or can work at being creative until they are 

creatively talented. With proper motivation, students can develop their potential to be 

creative. Further, students who initially falter when faced with challenges can be made 

more resilient by mobilizing a growth mindset, whereby they do not expect success 

without a degree of struggle and tenacity (Dweck, 2010). As these students become more 

resilient to setbacks, they can become more capable of working to overcome challenges of 

increasing difficulty, such as future-oriented problem solving: something that dovetails 

with innovation.  

 The act of innovating is difficult; otherwise, innovation would not be something 

worth aspiring towards (de Bono, 1995; Pavitt, 2005; Self et al., 2012). Reducing innovation 

to a binary that people are either capable or incapable of achieving makes it the domain of 

a token few, instead of leveraging the inherent potential in any students who are willing 

to work hard at improving their own capacity. A growing consensus of literature 

supports implementing a growth mindset as a way of building students’ resilience to 

setbacks, as well as motivation to succeed to provide an impetus for building innovation 

potential. Therefore, students who imbue themselves with a growth mindset may find 
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themselves one step closer to being innovative. Another consideration is determining how 

schools might cultivate students’ potential to become innovators (Green, 2013; Wright et 

al., 2013). Innovation is hard if it wasn’t it wouldn’t be worth it. People who continue to 

persevere in the face of difficulty are much more likely to have breakthroughs and be 

innovative. Schools can support students to develop this trait. 

Whereas one component of an appetite for hard work is growth mindset, what 

might enable someone to be resilient to setbacks is firmness of character, grit. Grit is 

defined as endurance and passion for long-term goals (Duckworth & Eskreis-Winkler, 

2013; Duckworth et al., 2007). If growth mindset is the acceptance and willingness to 

improve over time, grit is the trait that underpins one’s resilience to setbacks and 

sustained effort in the face of a challenging task. While some might argue that creativity 

or talent are the reason that students succeed in a given task, and it is true that students 

who are initially talented are able to solve problems, so are students who work at 

problems until they are talented. In my teaching experience, students who have 

succeeded as a result of raw talent might falter in the face of a truly challenging task. 

Their talent might not be sufficient. However, a student with the same, or perhaps less 

talent, might be able to succeed if they have the will to persist in their efforts.  

Consider that when Turing began his work at Bletchley Park, defeating the Enigma 

encryption was mathematically impossible. With the tools at his disposal, it would have 

taken the team of cryptologists centuries to crack each new day’s encryption. Turing and 

colleagues repeatedly failed and persisted, learning from every experience. Turing was 

not scared of failure; he knew that he would learn from it and would emerge a savvier 

thinker. Turing persisted because he was gritty and he triumphed because he continued 

to better himself, exemplifying both grit and the growth mindset decades before their 

importance became clear to researchers. 

Creativity and Motivation as Entangled Catalysts for Innovation 

Pintrich (2000) describes the key to successfully completing a task as simply having 

the skill and the will to succeed. Motivation factors, like self-efficacy, the need for self-

determination, and the realization that one can improve oneself through hard work 

(growth mindset), interact synergistically with creative potential to produce a capacity for 

innovation (Self et al., 2012; Sousa, 2013). Students who are both motivated and creative 

are much more likely to succeed in innovating than those who are either solely motivated 

or solely creative and are far more likely to persevere through the initial difficulty of 

being innovative (Sousa, 2013). They have the skill (creativity) and the will (motivation) to 

succeed (See Figure 3). If they view themselves as being a “work-in-progress,” students 
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will be resilient and adamant in their attempt to solve a highly difficult problem. Once 

they are successful, students will also feel fulfilled as they have exhibited, to themselves 

and others, that they can play a successful and masterful role in their own lives and those 

of others. Hence people who are motivated and creative are far more likely to be 

successful innovators who are motivated by their own intrinsic desire to overcome a 

challenge. 

In most situations, the intrinsic desire to self-determine is far more motivating than 

an external, unrelated reward (Deci, 1971; Feist, 2012; Mueller et al., 2012; Prabhu et al., 

2008; Ryan & Deci, 2002). Applying this empirical understanding to schools, students’ 

intrinsic motivation via the opportunity to grow and self-determine should be the goal, 

perhaps scaffolded by related, extrinsic rewards, rather than unrelated extrinsic 

motivation via grades or monetary rewards without the drive for building intrinsic 

Figure 3. The intrinsic bridge model of innovation potential utilizes intrinsic motivation as a bridge 

between the literature and understandings of motivation constructs and the literature and our 

understandings of creativity. 
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motivation. Rewards related to the task at hand, therefore, have a place in building 

motivation as they help a student remain motivated, until such a time as they have the 

self-efficacy and feel fulfilled by the task intrinsically. 

 Whereas Amabile’s Componential model of creativity articulates that skill plays a 

role, it also highlights the important role that motivation has to play in the application of 

creativity, an analogue to the application of ideas, innovation. Combining the two ideas of 

the factors that underpin creativity, primarily from Amabile’s Componential model, and 

motivation constructs offers a model for conceptualizing innovation in the light of both 

literatures. 

Intrinsic motivation plays a huge role in both motivation and creativity literatures 

on what motivates success in tasks and while extrinsic motivation to a certain extent has 

been the topic of interest in business literature on innovation (Drucker, 2014; Godin, 2006; 

Green, 2013), psychology and creativity studies have shown that extrinsic motivation can 

in fact have a negative long term effect on success, if it does not lead to intrinsic 

innovation (Deci et al., 1999; Elliot & Dweck, 2013; Kruglanski et al., 1975, 1971; Ryan & 

Deci, 2000a). Therefore, the innovation literature is a scholarly house divided. This model 

points to constructs to consider when considering what motivates innovation. Further 

research, specifically empirical and conceptual studies examining the relationship 

between individual constructs and innovation is needed to help shape the growing 

investigation into the impact of the factors as well as how to implement the interventions 

shaped from these studies in order to better support the innovation potential of students. 

It is expected that users of this model will only expand it with salient constructs in 

response to new understandings as the social science and humanity of innovation 

increases in scholarly traffic. As well more investigations take place to explore this very 

contemporary and very human challenge to will be necessary to prepare students for a 

lifetime of thinking. 
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